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minerals, trace components etc. But, as outlined above, every living being, plant
seeds enclosed, exhibit an 8-dimensional structure, comprising the 4-dimensional
gross set of microbiological molecules (the visible gross body) and the superimposed
non-visible 4-dimensional individual field-body, which again is a member  of a
collective field-body. All three components are specific for every living species,
respectively. And the gross body is only a resonance instrument to the individual
and collective field-bodies, which both are the actual carriers of life.

In "classical plant breeding" the actual processes of reproduction remain always in
the natural domain of the individual and collective field-bodies, even if a farmer
applies the technique of grafting or if he is selecting special plants for further
farming.

In "modern plant breeding" based on gentic engineering, gross DNA is changed.
This is regarded from the self-conscious field-bodies of a seet as an attack against
its life. Even if the manipulated seet is viable and can be used in agriculture, the
field-bodies start to generate poisonous metabolic antidotes in the same way as
some plants do against predators. This includes gross microbiological chemicals as
well as entropic field-components. Both are noxious for human health. However,
toxic entropic field-field effects, for example, can occur over longer time scales,
and are hard to detect in short-lived bench scale tests. In section 2.14 we have
seen, that the human subtle field-body, see Fig. 49, needs daily a sufficient "supply
of negentropy", i.e. negentropic fields of fresh foodstuff, for example, for its
negentropic stabilization of the human field-body, cf. Fig. 88, in section 3.11.
Introducing genemodified food in human food supply in large amounts thus implies,
in principle, long term human health tests, with a high risk of negative, and irre-
versible side effects.

4.10 Cosmic Quantum Mechanics and Subtle Matter, Gravity and Inertia

In former sections we have seen that various levels of space-times in our Universe
UI and in the parallel Universes UII and UIII, as well as the domains of elementary
particles, atoms and molecules are dominated by effcts of subtle matter. In this
section we will see that this is also the case at cosmological and astrophysical scales,
yielding a cosmic subtle field-quantization, i.e. "cosmic QM".

4.10.1 Universal Evolution

In the understanding of NEW PHYSICS, what a human observer may call "Reality"
emerges from the cosmic Unity of the self-conscious, >12-dimensional unified
Hyperspace U0, from which the 12-dimensional subtle subsystem of the parallel
Universe UII (i.e. 12-D

UII
) emerges which comprises an infinite number and hierarchy

of selfsimilar individual subtle entities as fractal substructures of U0, i.e. subtle
quanta, see Fig. 114 and 120. At both U0/UII-levels any existence is based on subtle
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matter, and no "gross matter" exists. Any kind of existence in the gross Universes
UI (our visible Universe) and UIII, which are 4-diemsional subsystems of UII (i,e, 4-
D

UI
, and 4-D

UIII
, emerge from subtle structures (cf. Tables 35d through 35o) within

universal ethers, respectively, including the category of 4-dimensional gross
components (i.e. "matter", which can be seen as micro white holes, cf. Table 4a) of
the at least 8-dimensional (UII-subtle)/(UI-gross)-entities which define elementary
particles in UI and antiparticles in UIII. Thus, also within UI and UIII the final physical
basis is completely composed out of conscious structures of subtle matter. The
fact that in the common human waking state of UI  al l  f ive senses work
electromagnetically (while the subtle components of the senses act simultaneously
but subconsciously, see section 3.3) misleads to the common human understanding
that all visible universal objects appear as dead bodies, and that only human
existence is associated to intelligent life. In this view of Reality, as it is proclaimed
by modern mainstream science, no self-conscious, intelligent living entities such
as in the parallel Universe UII or of the cosmic intelligence of the Hyperspace U0
exist, which could be activated by mental processes (i.e. by proper meditation) in
individual and collective human life.

Thus, the process of universal evolution can be sketched in the following way, taking
also into account, a reversibility of generation and dissolution processes at a
cosmological scale:

Generation:

(>12-dimensional)-U0 => (12-dimensional)-UII => (4-dimensional)-UI and UIII, resp.,

and Resolution:

(>12-dimensional)-U0 <= (12-dimensional)-UII <= (4-dimensional)-UI and UIII, resp.

An approach to this understanding delivers in modern science "Loop quantum
cosmology",  see, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Loop_quantum_cosmology or http:/
/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyclic_model or .../wiki/Big_Bounce.

The cyclic formation of universes, as phenomenologically and hpothetically
elaborated above, fits to a general "principle of multidmensional activity" which
pops up in a selfsimilar way at various scales in NEW PHYSICS:

- Sets of Universes emerge from Hyperspace U0 from which they can again be
annihilated, see above.

- Subtle quanta of Planck mass, m
P
, oscillate, according to Heisenberg’s uncertainty

relation, between the parallel universe UII and its physical basis, i.e. Hyperspace
U0, see ZIII and ZIV in Fig. 120, Table 13a,b, and section 4.4.

- Gross particles pulsate in zitterbewegung in the (UII-subtle)/(UI-gross)-model of
fundamental particles between the parallel Universe UII and our visible Universe
UI, see ZI/ZII in Fig. 120, as well as Tables 13a, while their subtle core-structures
oscillate between UII and Hyperspace U0, see ZIII and ZIV in Fig. 120, and Table
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13a, yielding their classical particle- and QM-wave-properties, as well as their
relativistic and homoepathic characteristics.

- In all UI-gross electromagnetic or nuclear processes, correlated UII-subtle processes
are involved, which lead in UI-gross de-excitation reactions to the emission of
electrosmog, i.e. non-electromagnetic subtle UII-radiation with a positive sign, and
healt-destroying properties, see section 4.8.2.

- Atomic and molecular orbitals are 8-dimensional entities, where the stochastical
displacements of the gross component in our visible Universe UI, for example a
gross electron, is deterministically guided by a UII-subtle-component, i.e. an atomic
or molecular field-body, usually termed orbital, acting as a UII-pilot-wave for the
UI-component, see section 4.7.1.

- Living beings, including men, switch in life and death commonly back and forth
between their existences in our gross visible Universe UI, and the subtle parallel
Universe UII, where the subtle field-bodies continue to exist until rebirth, see  Fig.
84.

- V isual perception of men and living beings act (however, in the case of a human
being in the waking state,  completely unaware) multidimensionally,  and
simultaneously at the gross level of electromagnetic photons in our visible Uni-
verse UI, and at the sublte level of non-electromagnetic radiation in the parallel
Universe UII. Thus, human beings exist, perceive and act during their life in our
Universe UI also in the parallel Universe UII, but in the waking state a person is
unaware of this UI/UII-situation, and realizes only the gross UI-components of him
or her and in the surroundings.

- Also the mental process of thinking works simultaneously at the neuronal gross
UI-level of the brain, and simultaneously at the UII-level, by the absorption of subtle
quanta at the Schwann cells of neuronal axons, where the absorbed subtle quanta
influence the diffusion rates or neurotransmitters within the axons from nerve cells
to synaptic clefts and thus in celluar networks, see section 3.4 and Fig. 60.

In section 4.2 we have seen that our visible Universe UI is a black hole. This can
also be assumed for the two parallel Universes UII and UIII, as well as the Hypers-
pace U0. Thus, from a point of view from Hyperspace U0, the Universes UII, UI and
UIII are subspaces within U0, and NEW PHYSICS is a physics of higher dimensional
black holes, and black hole substructures, down to elementary particles. Even the
field-bodies of human beings and all other living beings can be regarded as
selfsimilar fractal black hole entities of U0. And, seen from Hyperspace U0, all
described cosmic, macroscopic, microscopic or submicroscopic black holes
represent and express properties of the Hyperspace U0.

Formation of Galaxies: Also in the formation of galaxies an interplay between UII-
subtle and UI-gross processes took place. According to the "Standard Cosmological
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Big Bang Model", or "Lambda Cold Dark Matter model" (LCDM or Λ-CDM), prior to
the gravitational accumulation of galactic UI-dust to form the gross basis of a galaxy,
a self-interactive accumulation of dark matter (i.e. subtle matter with a positive
sign) at the UII-level occured which then started to gravitationally initiate the furt-
her  clustering and shaping of interstellar gross gas clouds to a galactic system (see
J.Stadel, Nature 454, 735-738, 2008). This implies, in agreement with observations,
that the majority of mass in galaxies is made up of dark matter, interacting in a
galaxy with gross matter mainly by gravitational interaction, see below, the next
section, and https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Galaxy_formation_and_evolution or .../
wiki/Lambda_CDM_model.

4.10.2 Subtle Field-Quantizations at the Level of astrophysical Objects

In section 4.8 we have seen that microscopic quantum mechanics is based
completely on the physical properties of the subtle UII-core structures of gross
elementary UI-particles. In this section it will be shown that this holds also for
subtle field-bodies at the cosmological and astrophysical scale.

In section 2.11 we have seen that the Sun and Earth are carrying sublte field-bodies
(i.e firld-orbitals, see Fig. 39 and 41), i.e. with a positive sign (acting entropically),
and a negative sign (acting negentropically). These fields of subtle matter are bound
to the Sun and Earth by the gravitational and form-specific interactions (see section
2.1), respectively, causing effects which were termed in physics as "acceleration
anomalies" of NASA spacecraft Pioneer 10 and 11 as well as of NEAR Shoemaker,
and are generating negentropic (as Sheldrake’s global morphic field around Earth,
see, for example, Fig. 37) as well as entropic biological effects (see, for example,
Fig. 35). For the set of paramteres and additional quantum mechanical assumptions
used in NEW PHYSICS for the theoretical description of these "acceleration anoma-
lies" depicted in Fig. 39 and 41, see Table 36a.

Thus, superimposed to the gross body of the visible "hot Sun" exists a kind of non-
visible subtle "cold Sun", representing a subtle field-body of the solar matter which
is composed of several subtle field-orbitals with a positive or negative sign. This
holds not only for the Sun, but in principle also for the Earth and for all other
celestial objects, eventhough the details about the involved field-orbitals will vary.

The obtained results, presented in Fig. 39 and 41 and elaborated in Tables 33 and
36 indicate, that also in astrophysical systems subtle matter-fields bound to
celestial objects establish a large scale quantization of these fields. This can be
further verified by studying the structures of Planetary Nabulae.

Planetary Nebulae: Once a star like the Sun has exhausted its nuclear fuel, its core
gravitationally collapses at the end of the star’s life (also in a supernova) into a
dense white dwarf and the outer layers of glowing ionized gas are expelled as a
Planetary Nebula. Planetary Nebulae (PN) are a relatively short-lived phenomenon,
lasting a few tens of thousends of years, compared to a typical stellar lifetime of
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several billion years, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planetary_nebula or https:/
/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stellar_evolution, and cf. Fig. 149 and 150.

In Fig. 149 a short summary is given about the formation and evolution of a Sun-
like star and the formation of Planetary Nebulae. There are believed to be about
20,000 Planetary Nebulae in our Milky Way Galaxy.

According to NEW PHYSICS, in Fig. 150 is described that subtle 8-D
UII

-field-bodies
which are bound to the dying 4-D

UI
-star survive its final 4-D

UI
-explosion and start

to give shape to the ejected gross envelope by gravitational interaction, according
to the extended law of gravitation, see Table 3, thus making the so far non-visible
geometrical structure of a subtle field-body "visible", respectively. In the case of
subtle field-bodies with a positive sign (i.e. dark matter), the star’s ejected materi-
al with a relatively low kinetic energy is attracted towards the centers of mass
(COM) of the field-bodies. Thus, from the visible shapes of observed gross Planetary
Nebulae various so far non-visible quantized subtle +m

P
-field-bodies, i.e. "+m

P
-field-

orbitals" of dark matter at the level of a cosmic quantization, can be deduced, see
inset of Fig. 151b, and Fig. 152 through 156 (SP-75). For the "+m

P
"/"-m

P
"-notation,

cf. Fig. 37. Such subtle cosmic field-bodies may even exhibit an ongoing pulsation.

Inverse Planetary Nebulae: In Fig. 152 and 153 we can see that subtle +m
P
-field-

bodies with a positive sign (i.e. made of dark matter), being gravitationally bound
to stars in quantized form, determine the quantized geometrical morphology of
emerging gross Planetary Nebulae by the gravitationally assembling of ejected gross
envelopes of dying stars, so that the formerly non-visible subtle field-orbitals
become visible at a gross level. Similar effects result, when subtle -m

P
-field-orbitals

with a negative sign (i.e. being composed of dark energy) have had been bound to
a star, and are after a star’s death bound to the star’s remant. But in this case
"inverse Planetary Nebulae" result, due to the gravitative repulsion of ejected gross
matter by the subtle -m

P
-field-orbitals (SP-76).

This yields, accortding to NEW PHYSICS, quantized structures with geometrical
shapes which are emptied from gross matter. An example is the Owl Nebula, see
Fig. 154a. The nebula is embedded in an extended spherically distributed gas cloud
which may have been shaped by a spherical +m

P
-1s-field-orbital (see Fig. 152a) which

has gravitationally collected a part of the ejected envelope of the disrupted star.
However, the two dark lobes within this gas cloud indicate the existence of areas
with reduced concentrations of gross matter. This may result from repulsive
gravitational forces due to negative subtle -m

P
-field-orbitals (cf. the extended law

of gravitation in Table 3) with the shape of a 2p-morphology (see Fig. 152c, and
131a) which is now being bound to the star’s remnant. Further examples of inverse
Planetary nebulae are given in Fig. 154d,e.

Bipolar Jet-Streams: Astrophysical "jets", sometime termed "bipolar jets", are a
phenomenon often seen in astronomy, where streams of matter are emitted  in
opposite directions along the axis of rotation of a compact object, see Fig. 156,
and especially Fig. 156e.  Jets can develop from young stars, see below, Planetary
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Fig. 149: Artist’s depiction of the life cycle of a Sun-like star, starting from the
collapse of a cosmic gas cloud at the lower left, existing for billions of years in a
stable equilibrium, then expanding through so-called giant phases, until its outer
envelope is expelled to form a Planetary Nebula at upper rigt, in this case a ring
nebula (see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stellar_evolution). The instability after
the phase of the stable equilibrium starts due to the end of hydrogen-burning in
the inner core of a star if all hydrogen is consumed and is transformed into helium.
After a gravitational collapse helium-burning starts to carbon and oxygen which
leads to an expansion of the star, due to new internal heat production. But due
to the expansion helium-burning again comes to a stop, and a second gravitational
collapse occurs, and so on, until, finally, after the consumption of all internal
material which can be consumed (up to iron), the star’s outer layer is blown away
by the energy of a huge gravitational collapse in a reflective bouncing process of
the outer layers on the innermost dense remnant-core, leading to the generation
of an expanding Planetary Nebula. However, the subtle field-bodies (of dark mat-
ter) of the original star are not involved in these gross processes and survive the
final disruption of the star’s gross matter. Now a gravitational interaction of the
still existing subtle field-bodies of the star and the ejected gross material starts
to give shape to the expanding gross envelope. Three cases may occur:

Case No. 1: The energy of explosion of the envelope is much larger than the
gravitational binding energy of field-bodies with a positive sign.

Case No. 2: The energy of explosion of the envelope is in the order of magnitude
of the gravitational binding energy of field-bodies with a positive sign.

Case No. 3: The energy of explosion of the envelope is lower than the gravitational
binding energy of field-bodies with a positive sign. For further information, see
Fig. 150 and text.
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Fig. 151: a) Chaotic pattern of the ejected material of the supernova 2003dh. b)
Chaotic structure of the Crab Nebula with a central quantized structure (NASA).

Fig. 150: Schematic energy distribution of the ejected gross envelope of a Sun-
like star at the end of its life, using a gaussian model-distribution. The three
limiting cases of Fig. 149 are depicted. The dashed line indicates an example of
the energy distribution of the ejected envelope of a dying star (between cases

Nos. 1 and 2) where the darkened fraction is gravitationally assembled by a subtle
+m

P
-field-body which is gravitationally bound to the original star and its remnant.

The majority of the ejected material (i.e. the not-marked fraction at the right site
of the dashed line) generates a chaotic explosian pattern, see Fig. 151a (case No.

1). Due to the accumulation of the low energy fraction of the envelope a
concentration of ejected material can take places, which more or less exactly
depicts the shape of the star’s formerly non-visible quantized field-body as a
glowing plaentary nebula, see the inset of Fig. 151b (case No. 2). Because a star
can have had a whole set of subtle-field bodies bound during its lifetime, quite
complex quantized patterns of Planetary Nebulae can result, see Fig. 153c,d.

Subtle gravitational energy of bound field-bodies
Case No. 1             Case No. 2          Case No. 3

Gross explosive energy of the envelope
>

>

Model energy
distribution of
the ejected
gross envelope
of a dying star

(a)     (b)

x-ray negative print

Negative print

central structure
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Fig. 152: Examples of quantized structures of Planetary Nebulae, according to
case No. 3 (see Fig. 150 and 151), where the star had carried (and its remnant is
still carrying) only one subtle +m

P
-field-orbital with a positive sign (i.e. dark mat-

ter), however with a varying quantized field-structure. On the left side of each
figure, the respective quantized subtle chemical field-orbital of the microscopic
hydrogen atom (i.e. H-atom) is depicted, and at the right side, the correlating
cosmic quantized field-orbitals at the scale of Planetary Nebulae. Cf. Table 33,
with the there given Schrödinger equation of astrophysical quantizations of
cosmic subtle field-bodies bound to celestial objects. The structrures are indentical
in shape, yet they differ dramatically in size. (a) Planetary Nebula Abell 39 with a
center of mass (COM) of a spheric shell. Similar structures are known from Abell
30, NGC 6781, NGC 6826, NGC 7048, NGC 7354, ACK 227, PN G75.5+1.7 or ESO
378-1. (b) Planetary Nebula IC 3568 with two spherical shell CMOs. The ratio of
the radii r

2
/r

1
 correlates well with the ratio of the two maxima of the radial density

functions 4·π·ψ
2,0,0

2· r2 of the hydrogen atom. Similar structures are known from
NGC 1535, NGC 2610, NGC 2792, NGC 3211, NGC 6565, NGC 6578, NGC 6826, IC
418 or IC 4663. (c) Planetary Nebula Eta Carina with two central points of mass
in the two lobes as COMs. The positions of the two COMs lead to the formation
of bipolar jet-streams, see Fig.  156, and https://en.wikipedia.org /wiki/
Astrophysical_jet or .../wiki/Bipolar-outflow. Similar structures are known from
HB 5, NGC 650-1, NGC 650-2, NGC 2440, NGC 2818, NGC 6302, M1-16, M2-9 or
the Boomerang Nebula. (d) Planetary Nebula AAT 95 with a ring-shaped COM.
Similar structures are known from AAT 15, NGC 6720, NGC 243-1, NGC 6894 or,
for example, M57. - Eventhough the gravitational interactions of the subtle field-
orbitals of stars lead to a visible accumualtion of ejected envelopes at the end of
a star’s life, thus generating Planetary Nebulae, these systems can still further
expand with high velocities. (pictures from NASA publications, as in all other cases).

negative print

1s H-atom orbital/+m
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-field-orbital

   (a)     (b)

2s H-atom orbital/+m
P
-field-orbital

   (c)     (d)

2p H-atom orbital/+m
P
-field-orbital 2p2 H-atom orbital /+m

P
-field-orbital

negative printnegative print
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Fig. 153: Further examples of quantized structures of Planetary Nebulae,
according to case No. 3 (see Fig. 150 and 151), where the original star had carried
(and its remnant is still carrying) only one subtle field-orbital with a positive
sign, however with a varying quantized field-structure. As in Fig. 152, in (a) and
(b) subtle field-orbitals of the microscopic and cosmic quantization are depicted.
(a) Engraved Hourglass Nebula where the central ring is only faintly visible. This
orbital-structure can be found at the stellar level (cf. also inset of Fig. 151b), but
also at the scale of galaxies and black holes, and see Fig. 154e, 155d, 156. (b)
Planetary Nebula M2-9. In the depicted 4f

z
3 H-atom orbital no attractive

interaction between the two vertical lobes and the two rings is applied. Such a
gravitational interaction exists, however, in M2-9, so that the two rings are placed
much closer to the two lobes as in the 4f

z
3 H-atom orbital, cf. Table 36b. (c) Complex

structure of the Planetary Nebula NGC 6543 resulting from gravitational effects
of a set of superimposed subtle 1s/2s/2p(etc.)-field-orbitals with a positive sign
which are bound to the star ’s remnant. (d) Another complex structure of a
Planetary Nebula. "No one knows what has caused the two 'fliers' on either side
of the nebula", is a comment about this structure and this holds for all structures
of Planetary Nebulae. In the case of NGC 6826 it is obvious that the two point-
like centers of mass of two lobes (of a 3d

z
2-orbital of (a), or of a 2p-orbital (see

Fig. 152c) generate by gravitational action a set of bipolar jets (outflows) from
the central’s region of the nebula, see Fig. 156, for the formation of such high-
velocity bipolar jet streams. Similar effects can be seen in NGC 6543, see (c) above.

3d
z

2 H-atom orbital/+m
P
-field-orbital

   (a)     (b)

4f
z

3 H-atom orbital/+m
P
-field-orbital

   (c)     (d)

Cat’s Eye Nebula, NGC 6543 Blinking Eye Nebula, NGC 6826

negative printnegative print
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   (a)     (b)        (c)

right

-m
P
-lobe

left

-m
P
-lobe

negative print

negative print

3d
z2

-ring

3d
z2

-ring
3d

z2
-lobe

3d
z2

-lobe

-m
P
-2p-field-orbital of
the Owl Nebula

-m
P
-2p-field-orbital of the Spider Nebula -m

P
-3d

z
2-field-orbital NGC 6302

-m
P
-lobe

-m
P
-lobe

   (d)      (e)

negative print

Fig. 154: Examples of "inverse Planetary Nebulae", according to case No. 3, due
to antigravitational repuslion of gross matter by subtle -m

P
-field-bodies with a

negative sign (i.e. of dark energy) being bound in quantized form by the form-
specific intgeraction to stars and their remnants. (a) Sketch of a quantized
microscopic subtle 2p-field-orbital of the hydrogen atom as model of the huge
quantized cosmic subtle -m

P
-2p-field-orbital of the Owl Nebula, NGC 3587. (b)

and (c) show fotographs of the Owl Nebula, including as inset in (c) a negative
print in which the areas where gross matter is significantly reduced in
concentration can be seen especially well. (d) A negative print of the Red Spider
Nebula, NGC 6537, is depicted. The nebula shows a kind of "disrupted
morphology". It results from antigravitational effects of the two -m

P
-lobes of a

cosmic -m
P
-2p-field-orbital, which is schematically sketched in the picture. One

can see, how the ejected envelope of the dying star flows round the -m
P
-lobes,

instead of being accumulated within the lobes such as in Fig. 152c. (e) Shown is
the Butterfly Nebula, NGC 6302. One can clearly see, how the ejected gross mat-
ter is squeezed out between the -m

P
-3d

z
2-ring-orbital and the two -m

P
-3d

z
2-lobes

which are schematically introduced into the picture, yielding sharp edges. Similar
structures are known from Abell 82, NGC 2818A, NGC 3587 oder NGC 6302. "In-
verse (oder "negative") Planetary Nebula" with 2p- and 3d

z
2-morphology can easily

be recognized. This is more difficult with 1s-/2s-strukturs. A candidate for a -m
P
-

1s-field-orbital of an inverse Planetary Nebula is V838 Monocerotis with its
disrupted spherical morphology.

Owl Nebula Owl Nebula
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Nebula, neutron stars, black holes, galaxies or, quasars or, for example, binary
systems. Magnetic reconnection processes observed in the Earth’s magnetosphere
and the solar wind are discussed as driving forces of jets, but the mechanism behind
both the creation of the jets and the composition of the jets are still a matter of
much debate in the scientific community (see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Astrophysical_jet or https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bipolar_outflow).

Eventhough electromagnetic and hydrodynamic effects, or forces generated from
rotating black holes may play a role in the creation of jets, but also gravitational
forces from the centers of mass of the lobes of subtle +m

P
-2p- (see Fig. 152c) or

+m
P
-3d

z
2-field-orbitals (see Fig. 156e) being bound by gravitation to celestial objects,

may be a common driving force for their formation, according to the extended law
of gravitation, see Table 3, and Fig. 156a,e (SP-77). Galactic jets from central super-
massive black holes can reach speeds of up to 0.99995⋅c, i.e. close to the velocity
of light c, making them some of the swiftest celestial objects currently known. In-
verse Planetary Nebula should not be able to generate such jets.

Young Stars: Jets and outflows from young stars are an integral part of the star
formation process. This is because during the gravitational collapse of cosmic gas
clouds to form a new star, on the one hand stellar subtle +m

P
-3d

z
2-field-orbitals are

automatically involved, due to the morphology of the system, and on the other
hand a lot of gross dust material is in the reach of such subtle field-orbitals and
can be accelerated along the axis of rotation, away from the young star to the centers
of mass of the orbital lobes in the rotation axis. But this can lead, as observations
show, besides the formation of bipolar jets, also to the formation of respective
counter jets, see Fig. 156e. Where jets and counter jets meet (at the area of the
lobes’ center of masses COMs), the two jet streams bounce onto each other, leading
to MASER-formation, as astrophysically observed. According to NEW PHYSICS,
calculations show, that the mechanism of jet streams, as given in Fig. 156e, can
theoretically explain the observed jet velocities (SP-77) (see K. Volkamer and C.
Streicher, Bipolar Flows During Early and Late Phases of Star Evolution,  Proceedings
of the 157th IAU Symposium held in Potsdam, Germany, pp 183-184, 1992).

Galaxies: At the end of section 4.10.1 it was already outlined that the creation of
galaxies is based on the gravitational pre-clustering of dark matter, i.e. of subtle
matter with a positive sign. About 90 % of the mass of a typical galaxy is dark
matter, i.e. subtle +m

P
-field-matter with a positive sign. Galaxies come in a great

variety of shapes and sizes, but fundamentally in two types, elliptical galaxies and
thin disks with gas and stars arranged in highly ordered spirals. As already outlined
in section 2.12, in both cases quantized subtle +m

P
-field-orbitals, i.e. dark matter,

play a crucial role, either as +m
P
-1s/2s-field-orbitals, cf. Fig. 155a, 156c, and 157a,

or +m
P
-2p2/3d

z
2-field-orbitals, see, for example, Fig. 155c, and 155d,e, (and see

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Galaxy_formation_and_evolution). Not only the
formation of galaxies, but also the generation of galactic jets (cf. Fig. 156a,b,c,e)
and the velocities of dust and stars about the centers of galaxies ("rotation curves",
see section 2.12, and Fig. 46) can be traced back to effects of quantized forms of
dark matter, i.e. galactic +m

P
-field-orbitals (SP-78). Furthermore, even at the level
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Fig. 155: (a) The spherical morphology of NGC 3923 may arise from a huge galactic
subtle spherical +m

P
-1s-field-orbital with a positive sign (i.e. dark matter) being

bound to the central black hole, as in all elliptical galaxies. (b) Also subtle polar
+m

P
-2p-morphologies can be seen at the galactic level, which determine the

structure of gross matter, such as in the depicted galactic Fermi Bubbles. (c) The
precise circular geometry of the gross galactic Hoag’s object gives credit to the
existence of a non-visible subtle 2p2-orbital structure, cf. Fig. 152d. (d) The galactic
gross ring with the two vertical gross radio-lobes of the Galaxy NGC 5128 indicate
that the morphology of the galaxy is determined by a huge super-galactic subtle
+m

P
-3d

z
2-field-orbital of dark matter, being bound to the central black hole. (e)

The Starburst Galaxy M82 exhibits a similar structure and dynamics as NGC 5128.

   (a)           (b)

 (c) (d)

3d
z

2-orbital, Cenataurus Galaxy, NGC 5128

1s-orbital, Elliptical Galaxy, NGC 3923

2p2-ring, Galaxy Hoag’s Object

2p-orbital, X-ray Fermi Bubbles, Milky Way

3d
z2

-orbital, Starburst Galaxy, M82

 (e)
Non-visible subtle +m

P
-field-orbitals of

dark matter  with real  mass  and
gravitational action may not only
determine the gross morphology of
Planetary Nebula (see Fig. 152, 153,
and 154), black holes (see Fig. 156) or
young stars and other celestial objects
but  a lso the structure and jet-
dynamics of galaxies (see Fig. 156).

negative print
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Fig. 156: (a) Sketch of the inner structure of an Active Galaxy with relativistic
bipolar jets from a central supermassive black hole with accretion disc. The jets
are gravitationally driven in the rotation axis by a subtle 3d

z
2-orbital associated

to the black hole. (b) Hercules A in visible light superimposed with a radio image,
and subtle +m

P
-2p-orbital driven jet streams. (c) Spheric galactic morphology

determined by a huge subtle +m
P
-1s-orbital, bound to the central black hole, which

ejects in addition relativistic jet streams in opposite directions within its rotational
axis, gravitationally accelerated by a subtle +m

P
-3d

z
2-orbital bound to the black

hole, see (d). (e) Explanation of the mechanism of bipolar jet-formation at celestial
objects by gravitational actions of subtle +m

P
-3d

z
2-orbitals bound to the objects.

  (a)        (b)

 (c)       (d)

3d
z

2-orbital and jets of a Black Hole

3d
z2

-orbital of a galactic morphology

1s-orbital, M87 with jet

2p-orbital, Hercules A (3C 348)

The +m
P
-3d

z
2-orbital morphology of subtle field-

bodies with a positive sign, being gravitationally
bound to stars, stellar black holes, neutron stars,
or central supermassive black holes in galaxies
yield centers of mass (COM) within each lobe,
marked by the dots • , in addition to the central
center  of  mass of  the whole system. The
gravitational action of the two COMs can yield
bipolar  jet  streams (outf lows)  within the
rotational axis of the system whenever a supply
of gross material is available, especially after
merging processes. Also "counter-jets" are
possible if gross material is available.

NGC 4261

negative
print

•

•

⇑⇑ ⇑⇑ ⇑

⇓⇓⇓⇓ ⇓

 (e) rotation axis

COM

COM

jet

jet

counter jet

counter jet⇑⇑⇑⇑⇑

⇓⇓ ⇓⇓ ⇓
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Fig. 157: a) Picture of the Sombrero Galaxy with a typical structure of an elliptical
galaxy, the morphology of which is in this case gravitationally determined by
quantized 1s+2p2-orbitals of subtle matter with a positive sing, i.e. dark matter,
cf. Fig. 155a-e, and see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sombrero_Galaxy. b)  Even
at the level of the galaxy-cluster CL0024+17, the existence of a quantized 2p2-
ring-shaped orbital could be detected, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
CL0024%2B17. c) Schematic sketch of the structure of a rotating black hole, cf.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_hole. d) Sketch of a quasar similar to APM
08279+5255 which has a distance to Earth of about 12 billion lightyears, as central
part of a giant elliptical galaxy, powered by a supermassive central black hole of
23 billion solar masses, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/APM_08279%2B5255.
In the ring-shaped dust torus the largest mass of water in the known Universe
was detected, comprising 100 to 140 trillion times more water than that held in
all of Earth’s oceans combined. It is an open question, whether this mass of water
orignates from processes within the subtle orbitals structuring the quasar.

  (a)            (b)

 (c)           (d)

1s+2p2-orbitals of the Elliptical Som-
brero Galaxy, NGC 4594; the 1s-bulge

harbors a supermassive black hole
with a mass of 109 solar masses; the

2p2-dust ring is the primary site of star
formation within the galaxy

2p2-ring-orbital (gravity map) of the
galaxy cluster CL0024+17

The structure of a rotating black hole
exhibits the quantized texture of a
spheric 1s-orbital with the event

horizon, and a 2p2-ring-orbital, i.e.
the ergosphere

Artist’s concept of the quasar APM
08279+5255 with the structure of a
quantized 3d

z2
-orbital with bipolar

jets in the rotation axis and a
galactic accretion disc
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of clusters of galaxies a quantized and ring-shaped +m
P
-2p2-field-orbital of dark mat-

ter could be detected, similar to the morphology of the Fig. 152d, and 155c, but at
a much larger scale, see Fig. 157b, and cf. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
CL0024%2B17.

Accelerating Expansion of the Universe, and universal Evolution: The accelerating
expansion of the Universe is the observation that the Universe appears to be
expanding at an increased rate, see for some details of effects of subtle matter Fig.
157 and cf. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Accelerating_expansion_of_the_universe.
The considerations in Fig. 157 lead to the conclusion that our visible Universe UI,
as a black hole, is the counterpart of another black hole in the parallel Universe UII.
And both, "our black hole" (i.e. "our visible Universe UI"), and its UII-counterpart
may be connected by a relativistic wormhole through which in the course of time,
starting at the Big Bang, subtle ±m

P
-matter in different rates is passing from UII to

UI, see Fig. 157, and cf. https://www.technologyreview.com/s/419827/why-our-
universe-must-have-been-born-inside-a-black-hole or see http://arxiv.org/abs/
1007.0587. According to the Einstein-Cartan theory (see https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Einstein%E2%80%93Cartan_theory), and in agreement with the results
described in Fig. 33, not only subtle matter may have been transferred from UII to
UI, starting in the Big Bang, but also angular momentum. As outlined in the quoted
references such a scenario can explain why our visible Universe UI appears spatially
flat, homogeneous and isotropic, and yields in addition a torsion of spacetime of
UI relative to UII. Furthermore, the scenario provides a compelling alternative to
the assumed mechanism of inflation, and also suggests that the contraction of our
Universe UI preceding the bounce (cf. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_Bounce)
at a minimum radius may correspond to the dynamics of matter inside a collapsing
black hole existing in another Universe (i.e. UII), which could explain the origin of
the Big Bang. As in loop quantum cosmology (see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Loop_quantum_cosmology) the Big Bang is replaced by a quantum bounce at a
minimum radius, for wich the existence of a non-compressable form of matter is
needed. The detected quanta of subtle matter, see Table 3, satisfy this condition.

Quasars and Black Holes: Quasars or "quasi-stellar radio sources" are the most
luminous and distant objects in the known Universe. Most of the 200,000 detected
quasars were formed approximately 12 billion years ago, only about 1.5 billion
years after the Big Bang, and are thus much more common in the early Universe.
Quasars are regarded as compact regions in the center of massive galaxies,
surrounding a central rapidly growing supermassive black hole as the core of a
quasar, see Fig. 157d, and cf. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quasar. The quasar
termed SDSS J0100+2802 at a distance of 12.8 billion light years from Earth, for
example, harbors a central black hole with a mass of about 12 billion solar masses
(see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SDSS_J0100%2B2802).

A black hole is in astrophysics understood as a 4-dimensional region of spacetime
in the Universe exhibiting such strong gravitational effects that nothing - including
particles and electromagnetic radiation such as light - can escape from inside it.
Einstein’s theory of general relativity (GTR) predicts that a sufficiently compact
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mass m can deform spacetime to form a black hole. The phase  boundary of the
region from which no escape is possible is called the "event horizon", or "Schwarz-
schild radius" R = 2⋅G⋅m/c2  (see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_hole). In NEW
PHYSICS black holes may be exhibiting a 12-dimensional morphology. To describe
their quantized subtle nature, including absorbed subtle +m

P
/-m

P
-field-orbitals, 12-

dimensional unfied field theories on the basis of a relativistic Schrödinger equation
(see cosmic quantization in Table 33, as well as Tables 3 and 7), should be applied,
taking into account gravitational and form-specific interactions of subtle matter.

The central black hole of the elliptical galaxy NGC 4261 harbors a quasar’s black
hole with 400 million solar masses. As can be seen from Fig. 156d the morphology
of the black hole has the quantized structure of a subtle +m

P
-3d

z
2-orbital, cf. Fig.

156e. As already detected in the formation and dissolution of stars, or in common
galaxies, the centers of mass (COM) of the two subtle lobes of NGC 4261 generate
by gravitational attraction two high-velocity, relativistic gross gas jets, spanning
about 88,000 light years, and being directed in outward and opposite directions in
the rotation axis, cf. Fig. 156a,d,e (cf. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NGC_4261).
This seems to be a common feature of quasars, and it can be expected that black
holes in quasars are carrying a whole set of, for example, ±m

P
-1s,2s,3s,2p2,3d

z
2...-

orbitals as quantized exited states (similar to the quantized eigenstates of atoms),
cf. Fig. 152 and 153.

As outlined in Fig. 158 in the early Universe subtle +m
P
-matter with a positive sign

(i.e. dark matter) dominated in intensity over subtle -m
P
-matter with a negative

sign (i.e. dark energy). This is confirmed by data from the WMAP probe, revealing
that in the early Universe the contribution of dark energy (-m

P
-mass), was negligible,

and that dark matter, +m
P
-mass, contributed to 63 % of the total universal mass

(cf. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wilkinson_Microwave_Anisotropy_Probe). Thus,
the +m-mass of black holes in quasars could rapidly grow by gravitative absorption
of gross matter m and of subtle +m

P
-matter, and under the release of angular

momentum via their active jets, yielding the above described supermassive black
holes within quasars. This process of almost unlimited growth of quasars in the
early Universe seemed to come to an end when the growing intensity of subtle -m

P
-

matter with a negative sign (i.e. dark energy) increased significantly in the Uni-
verse to values of 73 % of the total mass of the Universe as it is found today. This
can hypothetically be seen as a hint that also subtle -m

P
-matter can be bound to

black holes, may be, by the form-specific intertaction at the phase boundary of the
black hole’s event horizon or at the ergosphere of rotating black holes, see Fig.
157c. The antigravitational action of such subtle -m

P
-orbitals bound to black holes

could thus reduce their rapid growth, so that supermassive black holes are no longer
formed. As mentioned in Fig. 158 further research about supermassive black holes,
and the composition of the ejected matter within their jets may come from a 12-
dimensional extension of general theory of relativity.

Stellar black holes with masses of about four or more solar masses are regarded to
be formed by the gravitational collapse of a dying star with a mass of at least three
solar masses, while micro black holes, for example with a mass of the Moon may
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Fig. 158: Diagram of evolution of the (observable part) of our Universe UI from
the Big Bang (BB, left) to the present (see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Chronology_of_the_universe). In section 4.5 we have seen, that our Universe UI
is a black hole with uncurved flat spacetime. Anything within UI is build up of
subtle quanta with a negative or positive sign, i.e. dark energy and dark matter
(see section 3.16 and cf. Fig. 106). Because there exists no known mechanism to
generate fundamental subtle ±m

P
-quanta (for the "±m

P
"-notation see Fig. 37)

within UI, we come to the conlusion that the cosmic UI-set of these quanta must
have been originated from the parallel subtle Universe UII in which UI is embedded
in as an own extrauniversal subsystem, see Fig. 114 and 120. Thus, the primordial
Big Bang, yielding our Universe UI as an own 4-dimensional entity, may have
emerged from the 12-dimensional subtle Universe UII by means of an extra-
universal traversable "wormhole" (see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wormhole)
by which ±m

P
-quanta have been transported from UII to UI. To quantify these

phenomenological considerations general theory of relativity should be exten-
ded from 4 dimensions to 12 dimensions, according to Tables 6 through 11. Such
an extension, including a comprehensive description of the two forms of subtle
"±m

P
"-matter, should allow to decide whether the cosmic inflation (cf. https://

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inflation_(cosmology)) after the Big Bang can be interpreted
as a superluminal process of "crystallisation" of free ±m

P
-quanta into the

geometrically highly ordered universal ether-lattice, see Fig. 116. The fact, that
after the phase of the cosmic inflation a surplus of dark matter over dark energy
started to gravitationally collapse to form the galactic subtle seeds for the
formation of gross galaxies can be seen as a hint, that in the Big Bang the rate of
UII→UI-transfer of subtle +m

P
-matter with a positive sign was initially larger than

the corresponding -m
P
-rate. On the other hand, the observed accelerating

expansion of  the Universe (see https://en.wikipedia.org /wiki/
Acceleration_of_the_universe), starting about  seven billion years after the Big
Bang, may indicate that the cosmological source for the +m

P
-supply into UI started

to run dry, and that the ongoing -m
P
-transfer-rate started to overcome the

intrauniversal +m
P
-transfer. These differences may yield hints about the structure

of two black holes at both, the UII-side and the "UI-side" (i.e. within or visible
Universe UI) of the UII-UI-wormhole, which may have inverse metrics. See also
Tables 35d through 35o, and especially Table 35g.

BB •
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have been generated in the Big Bang (see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_hole).
But according to the detected Low Energy Nuclear Reactions (LENR), see section
4.7.6, under the influence of high intensities of subtle -m

P
-orbitals with a negative

sign, being bound to a collapsing star, yielding a brown dwarf, such a remnant may
further be transformed by nuclear LENR-transmutation processes into micro black

holes. This implies, that such micro black holes may be much more abundant as
expected, and could also be hidden, because of their small gravitational potential
and non-electromagnetic properties, in the outer areas of the Solar System.

4.10.3 Survey about subtle gravitational Effects at various Scales

Microscopic Scale: In Fig. 119 we have seen that the gross matter-content of gross
fundamental particles emerges as an own category of existence as oscillating micro
white holes (cf. Table 4a) in our visible Universe UI from their respective non-visib-
le subtle UII-core structures in the parallel Universe UII. As described in sections
4.6.1 and 4.6.2, and furthermore shown in the following section, the gravitational
effect of gross matter results from their so far scientifically unknown subtle core
vortices.

Bench Scale: In sections 2.1 through 2.5 we have seen that gravitational anomalies
in present-day physics lead in bench scale tests to the detection of dark energy and
dark matter, i.e. quanta of subtle matter with a negative and a positive sign, and
macroscopic mass and energy. Furthermore, subtle ±m

P
-field-quanta turned out to

be elementary carriers of life and consciousness.

Fifth Force at a "municipal Scale", i.e. detectable at a range of about 100 meters

(SP-?früher): Modern physics describes reality in terms of the four known funda-
mental forces, i.e. strong force, weak force, electromagnetic force, and gravity.
Occasionally physicists have postulated the existence of an additional fundamen-
tal "fifth force", acting with roughly the strength as gravity and to have a range of
anywhere from less than a millimeter to cosmological scales. But attempts to
systematically duplicate reported gravitational anomalies in 1986 (see E. Fisch-
bach Phys. Rev. Lett. 56, 3f., 1986) were not always reproducible in the course of
several years, and therefore at present the existence of such a fifth force, according
to an extension of the law of gravity of F = G⋅m

1
⋅m

2
⋅(1 + r/λ)/r2) = G⋅m

1
⋅m

2
/r2 + a/r, is

not generally accepted (cf. E. Fischbach et al., Nature 356, pp 207-215, 1992).

As outlined in Table 37 the extended law of gravitation, see Table 3, leads to
gravitational anomlies in present-day physics, due to subtle field-bodies bound to
gross systems, which can explain both, effects of a "fifth force" (cf. Table 37) (SP-

79), as well as the fact that such effects are hard to reproduce. Furthermore, the
results described in Table 37 confirm the existence of a gravitational interaction F
= G⋅m

1
⋅m

2
/r2 + a/r, thus proving the existence of a gravitational force F ≈ a/r as a

"fifth force", acting also at cosmological scales, as hypothetically assumed in section
4.5, to show that our visible Universe UI is a black hole (see for details Tables 16
and 37).
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Solar, global and planetary Scale: In sections 2.9 and 2.10, as well as in Fig. 37 and
35 we have seen that the Sun is carrying quantized both subtle +m

P
-orbitals and -

m
P
-orbitals, and that the Sun is an emitter of subtle ±m

P
-radiations, besides the

known forms of electromagnetic emissions. Because in galaxies subtle +m
P
-matter

with a positive sign contributes to about 90 % of the total galactic mass, it can be
assumed that all stars, like the Sun, emit a stream of quanta of dark matter as
entropic +m

P
-radiation which is of higher intensity than also emitted -m

P
-radiation.

The Sun’s subtle +m
P
-radiation can directly be seen from the results of Fig. 21, 22

and 35, where this +m
P
-radiation, focussed by the Moon, transferred a positive

momentum on the detector suspended to the balance, and inhibited the growths
of plant seeds, see Fig. 35. On the other hand, the results of Fig. 23 and 37 show,
that the Sun also emits a negentropically working subtle -m

P
-radiation. However,

Fig. 39 reveals that the the total mass of the Sun’s subtle +m
P
-orbitals is larger

than the absolute value of its subtle -m
P
-orbitals. Thus, it can be expected that the

Sun and the galactic stars, in general, are emitting in the superposition of the two
kinds of subtle radiations a surplus "net +m

P
-radiation", resulting in a subtle "cosmic

+m
P
-background radiation" (+m

P
-CBR, (SP-80)) in the Universe, cf. section 2.9. Furt-

hermore, the overlap of subtle stellar +m
P
-orbitals leads, together with unbound

forms of subtle +m
P
-matter to a cosmological filigree filament, the largest known

structure of the Universe, termed the "cosmic net" or "cosmic web" (see Fig. 159,
and cf. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Observable_universe). Nevertheless, in
galaxies also a "cosmic -m

P
-background radiation" can be expected to exist, but at

lower intensity than +m
P
-CBR.

As depicted in Fig. 41 the Earth is, like the Sun, carrying a subtle +m
P
-field-orbital

of dark matter as well as a -m
P
-orbital of dark energy (Sheldrake’s morphic field,

see Fig. 43). Both ±m
P
-orbitals are the basis for the global Hartmann grid, see Fig.

42, and generate a global, self-conscious living entity, called "Gaia". Also at Venus
such subtle fields could be found, see Fig. 27. It can be assumed that all solar planets
(as all celestial universal objects) thus are "cosmic living beings", due to subtle
±m

P
-field-orbitals being bound around their centers mass. In the solar system, as

in all stellar systems, the subtle fields of the Sun and of their Planets and Moons
generate a collctive subtle field-web,thus generating together a local living Stellar
Entity.

The non-electromagnetic field-bodies of humans, and of all living beings on Earth,
are teleologically embedded in and are enetangled with this solar cosmic web of
subtle and bioactive ±m

P
-field-orbitals and ±m

P
-radiations, see Fig. 142 and section

4.9. In extended and higher states of human consciousness the resulting
psychosomatic effects can be directly experienced, while in the common, only
electromagnetically working  waking state these non-electromagnetic subtle field-
field interactions occur unknowingly, as if  non-existent, making their rejection in
science of in believe systems, however, a dogma. Human beings are in principle
multidimensional cosmic beings, and the Universe is a living self-conscious cosmic
entity, see Fig. 142 and 159, and cf. Giordano Bruno and others, eventhough
Giordano Bruno with his excellent paranomral abilities obviousley may  not directly
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Fig. 159: Results of a digital simulation showing the large-scale distribution of
matter and subtle +m

P
-matter with a positive sign, i.e. dark matter, with filaments,

walls and knots in the known Universe UI, forming a foam-like structure or "cosmic
web". Within the detectable gross matter-filaments which originate from
gravitational effects of dark matter, large cosmic voids have been detected, where
galactic clusters and superclusters are rare. Such voids have less than one-tenth
of the average density of matter abundance that is considered typical for the
observable Universe. Voids, vast largely spherical regions, appear to correlate
with the observed temperature fluctuations of the cosmic microwave background
(CMB). Colder regions correlate with voids, whereas hotter regions correlate with
+m

P
-filaments. The existence of cosmic voids is regarded as significant in providing

astrophysical evidence for dark energy. As outlined repeatedly, in NEW PHYSICS
the detected field-quanta of subtle -m

P
-matter with antigravitative action, found

in bench scale tests (see Table 4), are excellent candidates for the explanation of
dark energy, see sections 2.2 through 2.5. Even the observed temperature drop
in areas with increased subtle -m

P
-field-intensities, see Fig. 6, is consistent with

the observed temperature drop in astrophysical voids. The above information is
taken from a publ icat ion of  the Univers i ty  of  Genève,  see https://
www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/12/151202132934.htm. Credit of the
picture: V. Springel, Max-Planck Institut für Astrophysik, Garching bei München.
See also, for example, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Galaxy_filament or https:/
/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Void_(astronomy).

As outlined in section 4.9 in some detail, and depicted in Fig. 142, the human
subtle field-body is entangled (teleologically, i.e. astrologically connected) with
the collective subtle field-effects in the solar system, and via subtle cosmic
background radiaions, with the whole subtle ±m

P
-fields of the Universes UI and

UII.
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have experienced the cosmic basis  of  subtlety,  the cosmic f ield of  pure
consciousness, see Fig. 114 and 120.

Stellar Scale: In section 4.10.2 we have seen that in the form of Planetary Nebulae
or Inverse Planetary Nebulae quantized subtle +m

P
-orbitals of dark matter, as well

as -m
P
-orbitals of dark energy exist around remnants of dying stars with the

morphology of 1s-, 2s-, 2p-, 3d
z

2- or even 4f
d

3-orbitals, see Fig. 152, 153, and 154.
Similar quantized subtle field-orbitals of dark matter, especially in the shape of
+m

P
-3d

z2
-orbitals, are usually found around young stars. All these subtle fields

represent living cosmic entities.

Intragalactic Scale: Massive and supermassive central black holes in galaxies, as
described in section 4.10.2, must be regarded as self-conscious, highly intelligent
cosmic entities, due to the negentropic and entropic subtle fields which are bound
to them. They are not only the gravitational centers of a galaxy but also a subtle
kind of "center of galactic adminsitration".

Galactic Scale: As can be seen from Fig. 157a, quantized galactic subtle spheric
+m

P
-1s-orbitals (cf. also Fig. 155a, and 156c), subtle +m

P
-2p-orbitals (cf. Fig. 155b),

subtle +m
P
-2p2-ring-orbitals (see also Fig. 155c) or subtle +m

P
-3d

z
2-orbitals (cf. Fig.

155d,e) of dark matter exist. These galactic subtle fields make galaxies to self-
conscious galactic beings, besides their gravitational interaction with gross mat-
ter, yielding gross structures and jet-formations, for example.

Intergalactic Scale: As can be seen from Fig. 157b, intergalactic quantized subtle
+m

P
-2p2-ring-orbitals, or  of dark matter exist, yielding another level of universal

subtle life.

Universal Scale: As outlined in section 4.5 our visible Universe UI is a black hole,
and represents, as repeatedly explained, a "universal cell of life and consciousness",
with an internally highly and selfsimilarly structured morphology of additional living
subsystems which always comprise (like a human being, see Fig. 60 and 61) a visib-
le gross body, in superimposition with a non-visible subtle field-body as carrier of
life and consciousness.

Furthermore, the fact that our visible Universe UI is a black hole leads to the
conclusion that during its ongoning expansion gross matter continuously must be
generated, see Table 37. The rate of formation can be estimated to be 6⋅10-9 % per
year of the total mass of the Universe or one neutron per 8⋅107 km3/s.

Interuniversal Scale: In Fig. 114 and 120 we have seen, that besides our "UI-uni-
versal cell of life and consciousness", there exists in the form of the parallel Uni-
verse UIII at least one other such "universal cell of life", embedded in the parallel
Universe UII, which again represents such a "universal cell of life" at a higher order
of existence.
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In the Vedic Tradition not only three Universes in parallel but the existence of a
quantized set of 14 superimposed Universes are described (see Armin Risi, Unsicht-
bare Welten, 2003). As depicted in Fig. 160 and described in Table 38 the geometrical
pattern of the "flower of life" can be used to deduce a rotational angle ϕ  = 30°
between each of the 14 Universes ("multiverses"), starting with ϕ

UI
 = 0° for our

visible Universe UI, ϕ
UI

 = 90° for the parallel Universe UII, and ϕ
UI

 = 180° for the
parallel Universe UIII, cf. Fig. 111 as well as Tables 6, 6a and 38.

4.10.4 The Mechanism of Gravitaty

Gravitation, i.e. the natural phenomenon by which all things with energy are brought
toward one another at macroscopic and cosmic levels (see https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Gravity), is one of the four so far known physical interactions. For the
explanation of the mechanism of gravitation a whole variety of proposals have been
presented, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Theories_of_gravitation. In
the following we will sketch the most widely accepted approach to explain
gravitation, i.e. Einstein’s general theory of relativity (GTR), proposed in 1915, and
will look for anomalies and open questions where NEW PHYSICS can supply
experimentally based explanations.

In GTR, the effects of gravitation are ascribed to geometrical 4-dimensional
spacetime curvature instead of a force F, like in Newton’s classical approach F =
G⋅m

1
⋅m

2
/r2. Einstein proposed in his GTR that spacetime is curved by matter, and

that free-falling objects are moving, due to their inertia, along locally straight and
shortest paths in curved spacetime, called geodesics, thus automatically following
spacetime curvature. In this geometrical relativistic approach, special theory of
relativity as well as Newton’s law result as limiting cases, for example, for velocities
which are small compared to the speed of light, thus being formally in perfect
agreement with results obtained by applying Newton’s classical formula (see https:/
/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_relativity and ...wiki/Gravity).

In many tests the predicted results of GTR have been confirmed experimentally at
the bench scale, the global and solar scale as well as at the astrophyical and
cosmological level (see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tests_of_general_relativity or
...wiki/Gravity).

GRT-Anomalies: Nevertheless, there are observable gravitational anomalies which
cannot be explained with GTR (see ...wiki/Gravity). Some of them can be resolved
by subtle-matter by applying the extended law of gravitation, see Table 3:

   • Extra-fast stars in the "rotation cuves" of galaxies cannot be explained by GTR,
which works only at the 4-dimensional level of spacetime. As outined in Fig. 46, cf.
sections 2.12 and 4.10.3, this anomaly can be expained in NEW PHYSICS by the
experimentally detected subtle matter with a positive sign, i.e. dark matter, with
an 8-dimensional origin, see Table 9, and by applying the higher-dimensionally ex-
tended law of gravitation, see Table 3.
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Fig. 160: Sketch of 13 superimposed Universes embedded by different rotation
angles ϕ (see right column and Fig. 111) in the basic subtle Universe UII which
exhibits a rotation angle of ϕ = 90° relative to the arbitrarily choosen value ϕ =
0° for our visible Universe UI, cf. section 4.1, and Tables 6a and 38b.
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   • Global flyby-anomalies of various spacecraft have been observed which cannot
be explained by GTR, see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flyby_anomaly. As outlined
in section 2.11 also this anomaly can be resolved in NEW PHYSCS by applying the
extended law of gravitation on the basis of the detected forms of ±m

P
-matter, see

Table 3 and Fig. 41.

   •  The observed accelerated metric expansion of spacetime of the Universe UI

cannot be explained by GTR. in NEW PHYSICS the experimentally detected subtle
matter with a negative sign, i.e. dark energy, with an 8-dimensional origin, see Table
9, can be used to resolve this anomaly by applying the higher-dimensionally exten-
ded law of gravitation, see Table 3.

   •  The "∆∆∆∆∆G/G"-anomaly is another topic which is out of reach of any explanation
of GRT. For its resolution in NEW PHYSICS, see section 2.7.

   •  Curving of 4-dimensional spacetime is described by GTR, yielding accurately
the effects of gravitation, yet GTR does not deliver an understanding what kind of
physical property of the 4-dimensional vacuum of our visible Universe UI could be
used to explain this warping of spacetime. This anomaly caused Einstein to search
from 1915 until 1953 for the existence of a "relativistic ether", see section 4.4. On
the basis of the experimentally detected forms of subtle ±m

P
-matter (for the ±m

P
-

or "±m
P
"-notation see Fig. 37), and by introducing a UI-superimposed 12-dimen-

sional spacetime (cf. Fig. 116), from which subtle ±m
P
-matter originates, the

anomaly can be resolved in NEW PHYSICS, and both, the relativistic and quantum
mechanical properties of matter can be deduced, see section 4.7.1.

   •  GTR cannot explain the formation of matter, as it is possible in NEW PHYSICS.
But an extension of GTR, in the form of the Einstein-Cartan theorie (ECT) can offer
such an understanding if re-interpreted (cf. https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Einstein-
Cartan-Theorie). The predictions of ECT are indistinguishable from those of GRT.
But in ECT the effect of gravitation does not only result from the energy of a particle
but also from its gross UI-spin. We have seen in NEW PHYSICS, that the observable
gross spin of a particle in our visible UI-spacetime results from its non-visible subtle
UII-vortex-structure (see section 4.6.1, and Fig. 119 or Table 24), and in addition,
that only particles with such a subtle background-vortex exhibit a real rest mass m
> 0 in our visible Universe UI. If in ECT "spin" is re-interpreted as subtle "UII-spin",
ECT yields an approach for the understanding of the formation of gross matter
which is consistent with the understanding in NEW PHYSICS.

Mechanism of Gravity (Ansatz 1): In NEW PHYSICS three experimentally based
conditions are given which can be used to develop a mechanism of gravity:

1. Universal spacetime is identical to the geometrical association of non-visible,
yet real subtle field-like quanta, cf. Table 4, yielding a relativistic ether, see Fig. 116
and section 4.4.
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2. There exists an isotropic subtle "cosmic +m
P
-background radiation" (+m

P
-CBR),

see section 4.10.3, which transfers real measurable momentum to gross matter.
This is experimentally confirmed by the results of Fig. 21 and 22 where the intensity
of +m

P
-CBR reversibly increased during solar eclipses in various degrees, depending

on the Sun’s coverage, and where the respective detecot-masses reversibly
increased during the eclipse constallations.

We can apply these conditions to the so-called Le Sage’s theory of gravitation

(LSTG), cf. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Le_Sage%27s_theory_of_gravitation, and
see Table 37 and Fig. 161a. LSTG is a classical kinetic theory of gravity originally
proposed already by Georges-Louis Le Sage in 1748 and others. The theory proposes
a mechanical explanation for Newton’s gravitational force in terms of formerly
speculatively assumed streams of tiny, scientifically unknown, and unseen particles
(or corpuscles) impacting all material objects from all directions, i.e. isotropically.
According to this model, any two material bodies partielly shield each other from
the impining corpuscles, resulting in a net imbalance in the pressure exerted by
the impact of the corpuscles on the bodies, tending to drive the bodies together,
see Fig. 161b. A detailed mathematical study showed in the last century, that this
LSTG-mechanism leads exactly to Newton’s gravitational formula F = G⋅m

1
⋅m

2
/r2.

However, because of the lack of any experimental verification of the existence of
the postulated isotropical stream of corpuscles, this explanation for gravity never
gained widespread accepance, and is in the mainstream scientific community
generally considered to be conclusively discredited, and was eclipsed already in
1905 by Einstein’s GTR.

But in Table 39a it is shown that LSTG is in perfect agreement with General Theory
of Relativity (GTR), Special Theory of Relativity (SRT), as well as Newton’s law of
gravitation (SP-81). And furthermore, from this explanation of the mechanism of
gravity (Ansatz 1) follow further conclusions:

a) The increasing warping of spacetime can lead to an increasing gravitational action,
as predicted from GTR, only because this warping is connected to a corresponding
squeezing of the cosmic net +m

P
-background radiation (+m

P
-CBR), thus increasing

the "flux-density" (see Table 39a) of +m
P
-CBR, and thus pushing two massive objects

stronger together by momentum transfer. Without this squeezing effect, spacetime
warping alone would not generate any gravitational effect at all. Thus, Einstein’s
GTR describes only one side of the coin, the curving of spacetime. The other side of
the coin, the increased transfer of subtle momentum on gross matter by an
increased (+m

P
-CBR)-flux-density, as a concequence of spacetime curvature, is not

recognized. Einstein "substituted" the +m
P
-CBR-effect by the argument that free-

falling objects are moving, due to their inertia, along locally straight and shortest
paths in curved spacetime, called geodesics, thus automatically following spacetime
curvature. This assumption of GTR, on the one hand, correctly describes
gravitational effects in a thermodynamic way, but on the other hand GTR does not
deliver a detailed kinetic explanation of the mechanism of gravity as LSTG does.
The LSTG-mechanism of NEW PHYSICS thus offers an improved interprertation of
GTR, and completes GTR. Furthermore, the LSTG-exchange of momentum of +m

P
-
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Fig. 161: a) Schematic picture of the mechanics of gravity (Ansatz 1) of two masses
(black circles), by the effect of transfer of subtle momentum from the universal
isotropic net "cosmic +m

P
-background radiation" (+m

P
-CBR) to subtle vortices of

gross particles, according to the Le Sage’s theory of gravitation (LSTG) in NEW
PHYSICS. - Several points of criticism have been put forth against LSTG: 1)

Excessive heating. The transfer of real momentum of subtle +m
P
-CBR occurs to

some extent to the subtle UII-vortices of a piece of gross UI-matter by inelastic
scattering, without increase of temperature. This is because the field-quanta of
the subtle radiation exhibit a macroscopically extended field-like spatial expansion,
as tests reveal, and to not lead to microscopic scattering processes of point-like
particles at the atomic level, which would yield an increase of temperature. 2)

Gravitational aberration, i.e. describing the transfer of gravitational effects with
a finite velocity. As can be seen from relation (19a) in Table 9, free quanta of
subtle matter exhibit velocities u in the limit of approaching infinity. Furthermore,
gross objects which move with non-relativistic relative UI-velocities v << c, are
connected in the prallel Universe UII with superluminal velocities u, according to
u = c2/v >> c, see relation (18c) in Table 9. Both arguments are thus solving the
problem of gravitational aberration. 3) Frictional drag. The transfer of subtle
momentum to gross particles can be understood as due to frictional drag. 4)

Shielding. Subtle gravitational "shielding effects" lead to the extension of
Newton’s law of gravitation, according to the formula given in Table 3, implying
the introduction of further gravitational constants G' besides Newtons’s
gravitational constant G.
b) In NEW PHYSICS the mechanism of gravtity in our visible 4-dimensional Uni-
verse UI is explained by UII-higher-dimensional effects of subtle +m

P
-matter,

especially by a locally dominating net entropic "cosmic +m
P
-background radiation"

(+m
P
-CBR) for the existence of which evidence is given by the results depicted in

Fig. 21 and 22. The identity of gravitational and inertial mass, according Einstein’s
euqivalence principle (see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equivalence_principle)
indicates that also the effect of inertia of gross matter should be explainable by
+m

P
-(u→∞)-CBR-effects. For further information, see text.

b)a)

m·v

mass m at the center with velocity v
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CBR with matter does not occur on the basis of the gross 4-D
UI

-component of mat-
ter, but, according to NEW PHYSICSW, by the subtle 8-D

UII
-vortex-core component

of every 4-D
UI

/8-D
UII

-entity (with rest mass m > 0) which defines a gross particle,
see section 4.6.  The gross 4-D

UI
-component is following passively.

b) Richard Feynman’s arguments against LSTG, put forth in 1965, do not hold if
gravity is understood as a completely subtle, and therefore scientifically so far
unknown effect, see Fig. 161a, and cf., for example, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Le_Sage%27s_theory_of_gravitation.

c) Hidden behind entropic gravitational +m
P
-CBR-effects exist also antigravitative

effects of a cosmic negentropic radiation (-m
P
-CBR, i.e. effects of dark energy), the

existence of which also could be proven in NEW PHYSICS, see, for example, Fig. 23,
32, or 37. Because subtle -m

P
-matter (i.e. dark energy) contributes to about 73 % of

the total mass of our visible Universe UI, and +m
P
-matter (i.e. dark matter) only

about 23 %, the antigravitational -m
P
-CBR-effect leads to the  detected accelerated

expansion of our Universe UI in total, while within galaxies +m
P
-CBR-effects

dominate. In section 4.10.2 we have discussed antigravitational effects in the
formation of "inverse Planetary Nebulae", and possible antigravitational effects at
black holes. But also at a local level on Earth, antigravitational -m

P
-CBR-effects exist

(see Sheldrake’s globale morphic field in Fig. 41) and may be technically applicable
in future in generation of free energy at a technical scale, see section 4.7.7. As
described in section  3.12, antigravitaional effects can lead to levitation of human
beings, see, for example, the levitation reports about Joseph of Cupertino (1603-
1663), an Italian Conventual Franciscan firar who is honored as a Christian mystic
and saint (cf, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_of_Cupertion). Weighing tests
with present-day "yogic flyers", applying Vedic levitation Technologies, have led to
detectable weight losses of almost 15 kg, see Fig. 90, and section 3.14.

d) GTR is incompatible with microscopic quantum mechanics, but it originates from
+m

P
-CBR-effects of a cosmic quantization, as we have seen above, cf. also section

4.9 and Fig. 142.

e) In present-day physics it is assumed that it may be possible to describe gravity
in the framework of quantum field theory like the other fundamental forces, such
that the attractive force of gravity arises due to the exchange of virtual "gravitons",
in the same way as the electromagnetic force arises from exchange of virtual
photons, see Fig. 110g, and section 4.7.5. This would reproduce GTR in the classical
limit. But the graviton is a so far hypothetical elementary particle, an unambiguous
detection is impossible, and most theories containing gravitons suffer from severe
problems (see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graviton). According to NEW PHYSICS,
a candidate for a graviton may be a special association of subtle quanta as sketched
schematically in Fig. 128b and the following Fig. 164c, a kind of a "heavy photon".
But such subtle particles cannot be detected in particle accelerators, and "heavy
photon search", as a dark matter candidate, was so-far also not successful (cf. https:/
/epp.slac.stanford.edu/research/heavy-photon-search).
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As mentioned above, a 12-dimensional extension of GRT, according to the approach
described in Tables 7, 7a and 7b may lead to an explanation of gravity which in the
classical limit may reproduce the extended law of gravitation, see Table 3, as well
as Le Sage’s theory of gravitation, and may bridge the gulf to cosmic quantization.

Mechanism of Gravity (Ansatz 2): In Table 39 it is shown that the LSTG-mechanism
of gravity is consistent with General Theory of Relativity (GRT) as well as with Spe-
cial Theory of Relativity (SRT), eventhough SRT is formulated under the constraint
of an uncurved flat spacetime which is in principle unable to describe any
gravitat ional  effects ,  according to GRT,  see Table  40,  and cf.  https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special_relativity. In addition, we have seen that our visible
Universe UI is a black hole with internal flat Eucledian spacetime. The flatness of
universal spacetime was confirmed by measurements of the Wilkinson Microwave
Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) which detected an average curvature of about Ω

k
 = -

0.0027 ±0.00038, where complete Euclidean flatness would have resulted in the
value of Ω

k
 = 0 (cf. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wilkinson_Microwave_Anisotro

py_Probe).

Furthermore, in Einstein’s formulation of GTR only the parameter "geometrical
curvature of spacetime" (without any known physical medium which could bend)
could be associated to describe gravity. In NEW PHYSICS the introduction of the
relativistic ether allowed to quantify curvature of spacetime, as well as to introduce
the experimentally detected net cosmic +m

P
-background radiation (+m

P
-(u→∞)-CBR)

and its behaviour as another important parameter to explain gravity in more detail
by the LSTG-mechanism.

But because it turned out that also Special Theory of Relativty is consistent with
the LSTG-mechanism, the question arises, whether in GTR the parameter "curvature
of spacetime" could be substitued by "subtle density-variations" in an completely
uncurved, flat spacetime to explain gravity. This implies, that the present application
of GTR could furthermore be used to make GTR-predictions which will turn out to
agree well with observation, yet the interpretation of the mechanism of GTR would
change. Such an LSTG-approach (Ansatz 2) can be formulated, and some
mathematical consequences of this approach are described in Tables 41a,b. As in
Ansatz 1, the LSTG-exchange of momentum of +m

P
-CBR with matter does not occur

with the 4-D
UI

-component of matter, but, according to NEW PHYSICSW, with the 8-
D

UII
-vortex-core component of every 4-D

UI
/8-D

UII
-entity (with rest mass m > 0) which

defines a gross particle, see section 4.6. The gross 4-D
UI

-component is following
passively.

Variation of the Speed of Light in Ansatz 2: While Ansatz 1 is in agreement with
the usual formalism of GRT and the assumption of a universally constant speed of
light c, in Ansatz 2 the speed of light varies with the gravitational potential Φ = -
G⋅m/r, according to c = c

0
⋅(1 + 2⋅Φ/c2) < c

0
 for |Φ| > 0, where c

0
 is the speed of light

in the absence of any masses m, see Table 41a. But in the solar system such
deviations are neglectable, i.e. (c

0
 - c)/c

0
 < 10-30. Einstein described in 1911 a theory
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with variable speed of light, reporting the relation c = c
0
⋅(1 + Φ/c2) (cf. Ann. Phys.

35, 906, 1911), eventhough in his GRT he returned in 1915 to the assumption of a
universally constant value of c. In the Brans-Dicke theory of gravitation (cf. https:/
/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brans%E2%80%93Dicke_theory), which predicts identical
gravitational test results as Einstein’s GTR, the speed of light is regarded as
universally variable. In Ansatz 2 the bending of light close to the subtle and gross
masses of a star or galaxy is resulting from the refraction of the cosmic background
radiation, i.e. +m

P
-CBR, in the increased density of subtle +m

P
-matter, bound to stars

or galaxies, similarly as the refraction of electromagnetic light due to a change of
density in its transmission medium. Thus, according to Ansatz 2, in the case of a
solar eclispse, the subtle solar +m

P
-radiation undergoes refraction in the Moons’s

netto +m
P
-field, while the subtle solar -m

P
-radiation is reflected from the Moon’s

+m
P
-field, see Fig. 25 and 26. In Ansatz 1 the process of +m

P
-refraction is substituted

by a gravitational attraction of the solar +m
P
-radiation by the Moon’s subtle +m

P
-

field, and the -m
P
-reflection is explained by a gravitational repulsion of the solar -

m
P
-radiation by the subtle lunar +m

P
-field.

The predicted gravitational results of Ansatz 2, GRT, and the Brans-Dicke theory of
gravitation are in agreement with observation, only the interpretations differ. In
the Brans-Dicke approach a scalar field is assumed, which may be associated with
the ±m

P
-fields, including effects of the +m

P
-CBR of subtle matter.

Vacuum Energy and Resolution of the "Vacuum Catastrophe": "Vacuum energy" is
regarded as an underlying background energy that exists in space thoughout the
entire Universe, eventhough the exact nature of the particles (or fields) that gene-
rate "vacuum energy", remains a mystery in present-day physics (see https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vacuum_energy). From astrophysical observations the
vacuum energy has been estimated to be ~10-9 J/m3, while consideration from
quantum electrodynamics requires it to have a much larger value of 10113 J/m3. It
was expected (speculatively) that the ratio 10113/10-9 = 10122 should be one. This
huge discrepancy is known as the "vacuum catastrophe", and this anomaly has
been described, as already mentioned, as "the worst theoretical prediction in the
history of physics" (cf. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cosmological_constant, and
...wiki/Vacuum_catastrophe).

In NEW PHYSICS the universal vacuum is subtituded by the relativistic subtle ether,
see section 4.4. Assuming an uncurved universal spacetime (even within black holes,
see section 4.5), it can be shown that two different energy densities of spacetime
exist, one at the gross UI-level with ∼ 10-9 J/m3, and another one at the subtle UII-
level with ∼ 10113 J/m3. The first one corresponds to the gross UI-density ρ ≈ 9.5⋅10-

27 kg/m3 = 9.510-27⋅c2 J/m3 ≈ 10-9 J/m3 of the visible Universe UI, while the second
one results quantitatively from the subtle energy density of the universal UII-ether
(see Table 41b for mathematical details), thus resolving the anomaly of the "vacuum
catastrophe" (SP-82). The resolution of this anomaly gives further credit to and
proves the existence of an uncurved universal subtle UII-ether as basis of the UI-
spacetime of our visible Universe UI, even within black holes.
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Uncurved, Eucledian-flat Black Holes with positive or negative total Mass: There
is general consensus today, that according to the "no-hair theorem" (see https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/No-hair_theorem), that a black hole is characterized by three,
and only three parameters, i.e. mass M, angular momentum J, and charge Q (cf.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_hole). If we assume that our visible Universe
UI is a (higher-dimensional) Schwarzschild black hole with J = 0, and Q = 0, see
Table 16, and cf. section 4.5, then the event horizon of our Universe R

S
 = 2⋅G⋅M

U
/c2

defines a 3-dimensional sphere from which nothing can escape, even light, may be
to parallel Universes. This relation can be rearranged in two ways. Either, it follows
M

U
⋅c2 = R

S
⋅c4/(2⋅G) = F

P
⋅R

S
/2 (i.e. relation A, where F

P
 = c4/G is the Planck force), or one

may obtain M
U
⋅c2 = 2⋅G⋅M

U
2/R

S
, yielding M

U
⋅c2 - 2⋅G⋅M

U
2/R

S
 = 0 (i.e. relation B).

Relation A shows that the visible Universe UI is emerging from the Planck scale
(from Planck force F

P
 = c4/G), which is consistent with the considerations presented

in Tables 35e-o. Relation B implies that the total energy of the gross mass M
U
 of

the Univese (i.e. M
U
⋅c2) which is positive and all gravitational energy between all

universal gross masses (2⋅G⋅M
U

2/R
S
) which is negative cancel each other out, leaving

us with a Universe UI with zero energy (see the considerations in https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_Tryon).

However, in these relations only gross matter is considered. But we have seen that
about 96 % of the total mass of our visible Universe UI comprises the two forms of
subtle ±m

P
-matter (i.e. dark matter and dark energy), and that the gravitational

energy of the Universe (i.e. 2⋅G⋅M
U

2/R
S
) has to be extended to comprise gravitational

energies of these subtle kinds of matter, according to Newton’s extended law of
gravitation, see Table 3. In generalizing these considerations, it follows that the
approach to characterize a black hole with the three parameters mass M, angular
momentum J, and charge Q, only, is insufficient.

As outlined above (see section 4.5), a whole set of subtle field-bodies (i.e. quantized
subtle field-orbitals) may be bound to every black hole, yielding a total mass of
ΣM

BH
 (summing up over the gross matter content m as well as over the masses of

all quantized subtle fields bound to m) making every black hole an individual
conscious entity with biologically active information stored within such subtle
fields.

Furthermore, every black hole can exist as an uncurved Eucledian-flat area of
spacetime, where all relativistic effects, on the one hand, emerge from the black
hole’s concentrated average mass density ρ

BH
 = ΣM

BH
/(4⋅π⋅R

S
3/3), and where these

relativistic effects can be quantitatively determined by applying the mathematics
of general theory of relativity.

Thus, for the event horizon of black holes with a total positive mass ΣM
BH

 > 0
follows as a function of ρ

BH
 > 0, according to the relation R

S
 = 2⋅G⋅ΣM

BH
/c2 = (3⋅ΣM

BH
/

(4⋅π⋅ρ
BH

))1/3 > 0. But it cannot be excluded that also black holes with a total negative

mass ΣM
BH

 < 0 may result from relativistic gravitational agglomeration of subtle
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matter with a negative sign, yielding R
S
 = (3⋅(-ΣM

BH
)/(4⋅π⋅(-ρ

BH
)))1/3 > 0 as a resulting

event horizon.

4.10.5 Inertia and Gravity

In section 3.16 we have seen that the Universe is at the non-visible subtle UII-level
a holographically entangled, non-linear wholeness of selfsimilar fractal structures,
while it appears at the visible gross UI-level as divided into an almost infinite
number of gross objects which are spatially separated from each other, cf. Fig. 106.

As described in Table 16 and outlined in section 4.5, a simplified consideration
about the spatial extension R

U
 of the Universe and its mass M

U
 resulted in a univer-

sal Schwarzschild radius R
S
 = 2⋅G⋅M

U
/c2, so that we can interprete the Universe UI as

a cosmic black hole.  If we restrict our considerations to the gross 4-D
UI

-level of the
visible Universe UI this lead to the deduction of Newton’s first and second law of
motion, i.e. F = a⋅m, due to the assumption of a so far unkown force F

a
 = a/r acting

between all gross masses m in the Universe. If such a universal force F
a
 = a/r could

be proven to exist, an explanation of the phenomenon of "interia of matter" could
be deduced, where "inertia" of a gross body is its resistance to being accelerated,
so that this force F = a⋅m is needed to achieve this (see https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Inertia). In general theory of relativity "Einstein’s equivalence principle" holds
that "inertial mass" and "gravitational mass" (i.e. "heavy mass") are identical (cf.
https://en.wik ipedia.org /wi ki/Equivalence_principle) .  Furthermore,  the
phenomenon of local effects of inertia may be determined by the large scale
distribution of matter, acting on every local system. In this case the forces of all
celestial bodies on a local mass m, due to a universal force F

a
 = a/r, reflects an

expression of a conjecture, termed "Mach’s principle", see https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Mach%27s_principle, and cf. J. Orear, "Physik", p. 472, 1979.

So far, we have seen that all aspects of "gravitational matter" in our visible Uni-
verse UI are resulting from effects of subtle UII-matter, see section 4.10.4. It can
therefore be expected that also for the physical explanation of inertia, subtle effects
may be involved, resulting from the assumed collective forces of celestial bodies,
according to F

a
 = a/r. This is the case, as can be seen from the results of Table 37. As

deduced in this table in detail, the quantized subtle +m
P
-field-bodies of celestial

bodies in the Universe generate effects of a subtle "fifth force" on every local mass
m, generating the inertial effects of m. Thus, the force F

a
 = a/r is no longer

speculatively assumed, but its existence is a proven fact.

As outlined in Table 37, the force F
a
 = a/r emerges from the quantum mechanical

term(term number 3) in Newton’s extended law of gravity, see Table 3. As outlined
above all about 1022 active stars in our visible Universe UI are carrying in general
entropic subtle fields with a positive sign (being thus composed of dark matter) in
intensities which are higher than those of bound negentropic subtle fields with a
negative sign, representing dark energy. This is also the case in our Solar System,
see Fig. 23. In section 4.10.3, we have seen that stars in the Universe thus are
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generating a dominant +m
P
-background radiation of subtle matter (+m

P
-CBR) with

a positive sign, i.e. of dark matter.

Cosmic "psi-track net" and Mach’s principle: In generalizing at a cosmic level the
local subtle effects of "psi-tracks", the +m

P
-(u>c)-CBR emitted by a star to its

surroundings is reflected as "star’s psi-tracks" from all neighbouring stars back to
the star, and is furthermore uphold by every neighbouring star’s own +m

P
-(u>c)-

CBR-emission. This creates a universal dynamical subtle +m
P
-(u>c)-network of

connective subtle psi-track-lines between all active stars in our visible Universe UI,
in which also the planets and moons of stars are involves, yielding measurable
effects in eclipse positions, see Fig. 21, and 22, as well as 30 through 36.

This cosmic network forms a basis for cosmic Mach-effects at the level of the subtle
cosmic quantization (see section 4.10, and cf. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Mach%27s_principle), and leads at the gross level to the deduced force F

a
 = a/r as

a basis for the explanation of inertia of gross matter. The exchange of streams of
subtle (i.e. "virtual particles" in the language of present-day physics) field-quanta
between the field-orbitals of stars and their associated planetary satellites,
corresponds in principle to the attempt of modern science, to explain gravity on
the basis of the exchange of virtual particles, i.e. by "gravitons" as a special
association of ±m

P
-quanta of subtle matter with total spin 2 and gross mass zero,

see Fig. 110g (see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graviton). An individual graviton,
according to Fig. 110g, when detected as an excited state in an accelerator as a
short-lived gross particle should have a gross rest mass of a proton, i.e. m

0p
 =

0.511⋅(ΣL)3 = 0.511⋅123 = 883 MeV MeV/c2, cf. Fig. 118, and see Fig. 123 for the
formula m

x
 = 0.511⋅(ΣL

x
)3 [MeV/c2] to estimate rest masses of gross elementary

particles from their geometrical subtle background structures.

Associations of individual subtle quanta of spin 2, forming a "graviton", may extend
at a cosmic scale, yielding the existence of cosmologically closed, and internally
stiff space-like curves, similar to the closed timelike curves as predicted in "Gödel’s
metric" (see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/G%C3%B6del_metric). The existence of
such cosmic graviton-associations may be the reason why individual gravitons have
not yet been detected in accelerators, because such cosmologically closed spacelike
graviton-curves should, as excited gross states, pocess an almost infinite, and thus
non-detectable energy if expressed at the gross UI-level.

The Identity of Inertia and Gravity: If we assume that the subtle pressure of the
cosmic background radiation (+m

P
-(u>c)-CBR) on normal gross matter, according to

the description of the Le-Sage-mechanism of gravity (LSTG, see section 4.10.4), is
not resulting from inelastic scattering of individual quanta of sublte matter of the
cosmic background radiation, but from inelastic scattering of closed cosmic space-
like curves of graviton-associations (as depicted in Fig. 110g), we are lead to the
conclusion that gravity and inertia result from the same causal subtle effects,
yielding the identity of gravity and inertia as proclaimed in Einstein’s general theory
of  relat iv ity  as  result ing from the pr inciple of  equivalence (cf.  https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Equivalence_principle). Thus inertia and gravtiy both emerge
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from subtle interactive effects of all stars in the visible Universe UI, according to a
subtle Mach’s principle, working via the deduced force F

a
 = a/r, and the LSTG-

mechanism, and emerging both from a subtle cosmic +m
P
-(u>c)-background

radiation, resulting from "closed cosmic space-like curves" of graviton-associations.
Furthermore, even the effect of kinetic energy turns out to result from this cosmic
subtle networking between stars, see Table 42 (SP-83).

Gravitational Waves and the LSTG-Mechanism of Gravity: Gravitational waves as
relativistic ripples of UI-spacetime with the speed of the velocity of light have in
2015 been observed directly for the first time by two LIGO observatories in the
USA from the inward spiral and merger of a pair of black holes (cf. https://
physics.aps.org/featured-article-pdf/10.1103/PhysRevLett.116.061102 or https:/
/en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_observation_of_gravitational_waves). Formerly they
had been inferred only indirectly through their effects on the timing of pulsars in
binary star systems. A stiff physical medium for the propagation of gravitational
waves is so far unknown in present-day physics. Nevertheless, the "stiffness of
spacetime" was estimated to be about a factor of 1020 times larger than that of
steel (see https://www.physics.princeton.edu/∼ mcdonald/examples/stiffness.pdf).
It is obvious, that the real existence of the subtle 8-D

UII
-(±m

S
)-ether, as sketched in

Fig. 116, is essential for the propagation of gravitational waves and also for the
explanation of the siffness of spacetime (SP-?), because the today assumed univer-
sal vacuum does not have such required physical features. Furthermore, according
to the LSTG-mechanism of gravity in such cosmic events not only ethereal spacetime
ripples should be generated, expending with the speed of light c, but may be also
emissions of streams of subtle matter as wave packets, moving with superluminal
speed u >> c, up to the limit of u → c, see relation (19a) in Table 9. Further research
in this field, especially measurements in coincidence at different places, should
reveal whether the observed subtle wave packets as depicted in Fig. 7a,b may be
associated to such processes (see also section 4.12.3).

4.11 "UFO-Technologies", AI, Transhumanism and Subtlety

We can define "UFO-technologies" as usage of universal UII-forms of subtle energy
in gross systems of our visible Universe UI, which are independent on global, and
thus any local energetic UI-resources. According to this definition all living beings
are already applying UFO-technologies because they possess in addition to their
gross UI-bodies non-visible subtle UII-field-bodies as life-giving pilot waves to
establish and uphold their excistence in UI. But according to Fig. 142, also so-called
dead objects are involved in UFO-technologies at the levels of micro QM, macro
QM, and cosmic QM, ranging from elementary particles through galactic levels.

In Fig. 162 another depiction of Fig. 114 and 120 is given. From this picture it is
easier to grasp that any local entity in our visible Universe UI originates from the
subtle parallel Universe UII and has an 8-dimensional structure, consisting of a vi-
sible 4-dimensional gross body and a superimposed additional 4-dimensional subtle
field-body.




